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INDEX 8: SUBJECT AREAS

Academic Achievement

Activism

Aids/HIV

Audio/Computer/Recording/Technology

Arts-Integration
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Artist/Performer
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Australia

Biographical
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Boy/Male/Men

Bullying

Chicana/o

Choral/Choir/Singing
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Classroom/Education/Learning

Collegiate/Higher Education
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**Composition**


**Culture/Environment/Society**
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**Dance**


**Early Childhood**
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Elementary

Ethnomusicology

Family

Feminism/Women’s Studies
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Festival

Gender
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http://www.queensu.ca/music/links/gems/past/No.%203/bookreview3.htm

http://library.queensu.ca/ojs/index.php/gems/issue/view/487

Girl/Female/ Women


Girl Scouts


High School/Secondary/Youth


http://library.queensu.ca/ojs/index.php/gems/issue/view/518


http://library.queensu.ca/ojs/index.php/gems/issue/view/528

http://library.queensu.ca/ojs/index.php/gems/issue/view/492

http://library.queensu.ca/ojs/index.php/gems/issue/view/487

Hip-Hop/Rap

http://library.queensu.ca/ojs/index.php/gems/issue/view/508

http://library.queensu.ca/ojs/index.php/gems/issue/view/518
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Historical


Identity


Indigenous


Indonesia


Junior High/Middle School
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**Juvonen’s Sense of Belonging Model**


**Leadership**


**LGBTQ**
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Listening

Loneliness

Military

Music Directors

Music History

Musicology

Non-Singer

Pedagogy
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Pre-Service Teaching/Student Teaching

Race


Relationships


Research

Rural

Social Media

Taiko Dojo
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Teacher/Teaching

Theatre

Uilleann Piping

Urban

World War II